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Abstract. Establishing a trade-off between robustness and fragility has been an 
active research topic in constructing biochemical networks. In this paper, we 
formulate a compromise between robustness and fragility as a cooperative 
game, based on which a dynamical incomplete information game is constructed. 
In addition, three channels are chosen as players, and eight pure control strate-
gies are created. Algorithms in seeking the perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium 
are consequently constructed. Based on the perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium, 
Maximal-Robustness-Minimal-Fragility controller (MRMFc) is derived, and 
MRMFc is effectively applied to biochemical networks. And computer simula-
tions demonstrate that the biochemical network achieves a good balance be-
tween robust stability and dynamical performance. Consequently, an attractive 
solution in attacking the problem of the trade-offs between robustness and fra-
gility is therefore laid out in this paper. 
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1   Introduction 

A system-level understanding of a biological system can be divided into two steps: (1) 
System modeling. It is meant to derive a mathematical model from the system struc-
ture. (2) Controller devising [1-2]. It is meant to apply control theory to the biological 
mathematical model, and devise the negative controller to get better robustness and 
dynamical performance. In general, biological robustness is an essential property of 
biological systems [3-5]. The biological robustness is usually related to the feedback 
control [3-6]. The robustness of perfect adaptation is the result of the integral feed-
back control [5], and biological complexity is the interplay between complexity,  
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robustness, modularity, feedback and fragility [6]. In literature [7], a simple graphical 
method was presented to analyze the presence of multi-stability, bifurcations, and 
hysteretic behavior of positive-feedback systems. 

The trade-offs among robustness, fragility and performance exist often in biologi-
cal systems at different levels [8] while robustness and fragility are the important 
features of biological systems [9]. Robustness is generally viewed as robust stability 
while fragility is viewed as dynamic performance. While fragility is considered bad, 
the dynamic performance is deemed good. Therefore, it is a vital research problem 
that the biological system should achieve a good balance between robust stability and 
optimal dynamic performance. To solve this problem, we employ the game theory 
[10-11] to perform the task. Multi-objective control theory offers a very flexible de-
sign framework in which a control engineer can freely select arbitrary performance 
channels and uncertainty models, and the most appropriate norm to represent the 

design specification for each channel can be provided [12-14]. Mixed ∞μ H/H/ 2 con-

trol incorporates all three control methods, i.e, μ control for improving the stability of 

uncertainty[15-17], 2H control for improving dynamic performance, and ∞H control 

for improving robust stability. We choose the structured singular value to represent 
the stability of uncertainty when we select μ control. Moreover, we employ H2 norm 

to represent dynamic performance, 
∞H norm to represent the robust stability. Conse-

quently, we can readily formulate a mixed ∞μ H/H/ 2  control. 

2   Mathematical Model 

Since S-system [18] is a universal biological system, we transform it into linear sys-
tem in order to construct robust control model. Generally, S-system is a type of 
power-law formalism. The equation of the S-system can incorporate the robustness 
and dynamical performance of a biological system. Using S-system steady-state 
evaluation, the control analysis of a given system can be easily established. Assuming 

reactant ix  is concentration, iα and iβ are rate constants, ijg and ijh are the values of 

interactive effect of ix and jx , thus we can have [18,20] 
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Now, define )ln(b,hga,xlny
i
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We could obtain state-space equation when YX g = : 0uBBAX ug =++ ωω  

And , the state-space equation  could be derived when 0x i ≠& :  
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[ ]T
1 ωpω = , qz1 = ， z=2z ， gx is general state variable, )s(mΔ  is the worst 

case uncertainty )s(Δ , ω  is disturbance signal, u is control input signal, z is the 

evaluated output, y is the measured output, and q and p are input and output signals of 
)s(mΔ , respectively. 

3   A Dynamical Incomplete Information Game 

We formulate the trade-offs between robustness and fragility as a dynamical incom-

plete information game, and at the same time, choose channels qpT 、 zωT and 

ωTu as three players and eight control strategies as pure strategies, which are shown 

in Figs 1.  

Three  players could be constructed as follows: (1) Player1 refers to qpT . From 

equation (6), it can be seen that qpT is the transfer function from p, which is the 

output signal of )s(mΔ  to q with the input signal of )s(mΔ . (2) Player2 refers to zωT . 

It can be seen that zωT is the transfer function from ω , which is disturbance signal to 

z with the evaluated output signal. (3) Player3 refers to ωTu . It can be readily seen 

that ωTu  is the transfer function from ω , which is disturbance signal to u with the 

control input signal.  
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      Fig. 1. Control of the generalized plant          Fig. 2. The perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium 

According to three controllers including μ 、 2H  and ∞H  control, three players 

could select each of three controllers and design eight control strategies. Thus, eight 
control strategies and norms can be described as follows: 
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Generally, a payoff matrix is a table that describes the utility in a game for each pos-
sible combination of strategies. Therefore we obtain the payoff matrix of Tables I as 
follows. In the 3-person game, the row of a payoff matrix is player2’s strategy and the  
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column of a payoff matrix is player3’s strategy when player1 chooses the strategy. 

For example, ∞ωzT and
2zωT  are player2’s strategy, meanwhile,

∞ωTu and 

2ωT u are player3’s strategy from Table I. The values of matrix are the utility of 

player2、player1 and player3, which are the reciprocal of their own norms.  

Table 1. The payoff matrix when player1 chooses { } { }1 2f H control / f control∞= = μ  

/
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4   The Algorithms for Seeking Perfect Bayesian-Nash Equilibrium 

We devise an algorithm to seek the perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of a dynamical 
incomplete information game. In a cooperative dynamical incomplete information 
game, the utility depends on not only their own action, but the actions of others. Usu-
ally the perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium is the optimal strategy of players. No 
player can increase the system’s utility by unilaterally deviating from the perfect 
Bayesian-Nash equilibrium. When seeking the perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium, we 
begin with 2-person game (player1 and player2), which can be described in Fig.2. 
When this game is finished, we can get the Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of 2-person 
game. Considering player3’s strategy and 2-person Bayesian-Nash equilibrium we 
can obtain the Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of 3-person game. 

Each player has its own strategy space }{ mmm fff 21 ,=  which includes 
mf1 and mf2 .Therefore we can obtain strategy profiles, which include 

),( 11
mm ff 、 ),( 21

mm ff 、 ),( 12
mm ff  and ),( 12

mm ff  (m=1,2,3). From Fig.2, it 

can be seen that p and q are player1’s posterior probabilities with )|( 1 ∞= Htpp  

and )|( 1 μtpq = respectively. Meanwhile, we can get )|(1 2 ∞=− Htpp and 

)|(1 2 μtpq =− . We also define probabilities 
2

1
)t(p)t(p 21 ==  when we consider 

equilibrium state of 1t .and 2t . )q,q,t(u mm11  is player1’s utility function, 

where { }2m H,H,q ∞μ== (m=1,2,3). 
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Algorithm 1. (Player 1 Selects }{ controlH,controlH ∞∞ or }{ control,controlμμ ) 

Step 1:  Posterior probabilities are defined as follows: 

)t(p)t(p
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21

1
11 +
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2
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=μ=∞           

Step 2: Judge the strategy of Player2.  

Step2.1: Judge the strategy of Player2 when Playe1 selects }{ controlH,controlH ∞∞ . 

)H,H,t(u)H|t(p k2
t

k

k

∞∞∞∑  is the player2’s probabilistic utility function when Player2 

selects the strategy of ∞H control. Meanwhile, )H,H,t(u)H|t(p 2k2
t

k

k

∞∞∑  is  

the player2’s probabilistic utility function when Player2 selects the strategy of 2H  

control. 

Step2.2: Judge the strategy of Player2 when Player1 selects }{ control,control μμ  

)H,,t(u)|t(p k2
t

k

k

∞μμ∑  is the player2’s probabilistic utility function when Player2 

selects the strategy of ∞H control. Meanwhile, )H,,t(u)|t(p 2k2
t

k

k

μμ∑  is  

the player2’s probabilistic utility function when Player2 selects the strategy of 2H  

control. 

Rule1.1: If )H,H,t(u)H|t(p)H,H,t(u)H|t(p 2K2
t

KK2
t

K

kk

∞∞∞∞∞ ∑∑ > , then Player2 

selects ∞H control; otherwise, Player 2 selects 2H control. 

Rule1.2: If )H,,t(u)|t(p)H,,t(u)|t(p 2K2
t

KK2
t

K

kk

μμ>μμ ∑∑ ∞ , then Player2 

selects ∞H control; otherwise, Player2 selects 2H control. 

Step 3: Judge the strategy of Player1 on account of Player2’s strategy. 

Rule1.3: If )H,H,t(u)H,H,t(u 21111 ∞∞∞ >  and )H,H,t(u)H,H,t(u 22121 ∞∞∞ > , then Player1 

selects ∞H control and Player2 selects ∞H control. 

Rule1.4:If )H,H,t(u)H,H,t(u 11211 ∞∞∞ > and )H,H,t(u)H,H,t(u 21221 ∞∞∞ > , then Player1 

selects ∞H control, and Player2 selects 2H control. 

Rule1.5: If )H,,t(u)H,,t(u 21111 μ>μ ∞  and )H,,t(u)H,,t(u 22121 μ>μ ∞ ， then Player1 

selects μ  control and Player 2 selects ∞H control.  
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Rule1.6: If )H,,t(u)H,,t(u 11211 ∞μ>μ and )H,,t(u)H,,t(u 21221 ∞μ>μ , then Player1 

selects μ control and Player2 selects 2H control. 

 
B.  Algorithm 2 (Player1 Selects the Strategy of }{ controlH,control ∞μ ). The im-

plementation is just like Algorithm 1 
 
C.  Algorithm 3 ( Player1 Selects the Strategy of }{ control,controlH μ∞ ) 

Step1: If ∞H control is the optimal strategy of 1t , then ∞H control is not the optimal 

strategy of. 2t . If μ control is the optimal strategy of 2t , then μ control is not the 

optimal strategy of 1t .we can define

   

1)|t(p)H|t(p 21 =μ=∞ and 0)|t(p)H|t(p 12 =μ=∞   

Steps 2 and 3 is like Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1. 

5   Experimental Results 

Considering the glycolytic-glycogenolytic pathway in rat liver, the kinetic properties 
of the pathway can be described as shown in the following equations [18]: 
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Diseases always alter the kinetic properties of a biochemical network. Suppose the 
pathway suffers from a parameter perturbation, which can be described as follows: 
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02.56 =x , 9.4909 =x , 9
10 10*04.2 −=x   (i.e. AAA 0 Δ+=  , A)s(m Δ=Δ )   

Denoting 1=γ , a=0.5, b=0.5, and results is as follows: Player1 selects μ control, 

Player2 selects 2H control and Player3 selects ∞H control (2) Player1 selects ∞H con-

trol, Player2 selects ∞H control and Player3 selects ∞H control. 

It is shown that this system is stable and can converge to the steady state when 

there exists the uncertainty disturbance )s(mΔ and noise disturbanceω from Fig. 3 to 

Fig. 5. The ∞μ H/H/ 2
 controller produces good robustness of the biochemical network  
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Fig. 3. The concentration of glucose-1-P      Fig. 4. The concentration of glucose-6-P 

 

Fig. 5. The concentration of fructose-6-P           Fig. 6. The concentration of iP  

 
Fig. 7. The concentration of glucose 
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and robustness provides insensitivity to the parameter changes in this biochemical 

network. The poles of ∞μ H/H/ 2 controller
∞μ H/H/ 2

K  are –17.2360, -

0.2518+3.0200i, and -0.2518-3.0200i, respectively, so the controller 
∞μ H/H/ 2

K  is a 

stable controller. The concentrations of glucose-1-P, glucose-6-P and fructose-6-P 
with ∞μ H/H/ 2

 controller achieve a better dynamical performance and the peak values 

of the concentration of glucose-1-P, glucose-6-P and fructose-6-P are lower than 
those of other controllers as shown from Fig 3 to Fig 5. Convergent rate is rapid and 
convergent time is short when we use ∞μ H/H/ 2

 controller. It is shown that 

mixed 2H/H∞ control has the worst performance from Fig 3 to Fig 4 and μ control has 

the worst performance from Fig 5. From Fig 6, the biochemical network achieves 
better disturbance attenuation performance specification with mixed 2H/H∞ control 

controller when the input value is identical. Also from Fig 7, it can be seen that the 
biochemical network achieves better disturbance attenuation performance specifica-
tion with ∞μ H/H/ 2

 controller when the input value is identical. In conclusion, ∞μ H/H/ 2
 

controller, which is Maximal-Robustness-Minimal-Fragility controller, outperforms 
other controllers and the biochemical network achieves a good balance between ro-
bust stability and dynamical performance. Maximal-Robustness-Minimal-Fragility 
negative feedback controller is helpful for maintaining stability margin and distur-
bance attenuation when uncertainty disturbance and noise disturbance are considered. 
This achievement is important to biochemical network, as errors in signal transduc-
tion can result in growth impairment or cancer [19]. 

6   Conclusions 

Generally, S-system is a popular biochemical networks model, so we transform it into 
robust control model. The trade-offs between robustness and fragility is formulated as 
a dynamical incomplete information game model. We seek the perfect Bayesian-Nash 
equilibrium and devise the Maximal-Robustness-Minimal-Fragility controller when 
this control model has noise disturbance and uncertainty disturbance. Biochemical 
network needs to work in robust state against the various sources of inter- or intra-
cellular perturbations. The biological robustness and dynamical performance provide 
general principle for understanding many biological phenomena and for constructing 
a system-level view of medical therapy and disease.  
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